
700 Series 
Trustguard
Double Hung Vinyl Replacement Window

and achieve the goal of staying cool in the summer and 
warm in the winter while keeping your energy costs low. 
The excellent thermal properties of the 700 series vinyl 
windows can help make this a reality. This specially de-
signed insulated window is custom made to fit into your 
existing opening. So weather you are removing wood or 
metal you’ll have a unit that fits just right and is backed by 
a lifetime warranty. The 700 series is available in a variety 
of configurations including DH, SL2, SL3, PW, shapes, low 
profile deadlights, and can be a double or triple pane.

Designed to save energy:
700 series replacement windows have all fusion welded sash 
and frame components for maximum strength and protec-
tion from air infiltration, and water. Tests performed by the 
NFRC show that vinyl windows have exceptional thermal 
ratings. The 700 series far exceed Energy Star require-
ments in both UFactor and SHGC, and with 2 levels of 
energy efficient glass to choose from you will have superior 
energy saving year round. Featuring a 7/8” insulated glass 
unit filled with Argon gas utilizing the Dura Platform warm 
edge spacer system. Dura Platform is engineered so your 
windows will be warmer in the winter and cooler in the 
summer. Dura Platform technology is the most advanced 
on the market helping ensure your new windows will not 
have an ig unit seal failure. The 700 series feature the Cardi-

nal group of LoE glass products. Cardinal provides the ideal 
balance of solar control, exceptional SHGC ratings and high 
visible light transmission. Whether you choose LoE-270 
which is the perfect glass for fighting the heat or LoE-366 
for ultimate performance, your windows will be specially 
designed for year round comfort and exceptional energy 
efficiency. To ensure optimal performance and low mainte-
nance all windows feature standard composite tilt latches 
and vent stops, BSI inverted balance systems or Four Jaks 
Constant Force, half screen, foam wrap, and composite 
locks.

Beauty, durability and low 
maintenance:
Vinyl window are a winning combination of saving money by 
lowering your utility bills as well minimizing exterior main-
tenance. Vinyl is imperious to rot, swell-
ing, rust, corrosion, blistering, flaking, or 
infestation of termites. Vinyl windows 
do not require paint or attract mold and 
fungus, and a nice hard rain is often all it 
takes to keep them clean. These features 
inherent to vinyl make a 700 series win-
dow an impressive option for any home.

It has never been easier to choose the right window,



vinyl windows are built for high 
performance

1. PVC vinyl fusion-welded frames and sashes never chip, peel, crack, or 
warp. AAMA certified, Frame thickness 3 1/4”

2. Multi-chambered sash and frame create insulating air spaces for thermal 
efficiency

3. Insulated glass unit featuring Dura Platform Warm Edge Spacer in Dual 
Pane 7/8” Insulated Glass filled with argon gas*

4. Interlock at sash meeting rails adds to sense of security
5. Fully extruded lift rails provide strength and stability for opening
6. Drop in glazing for optimal performance and easy replacement
7. Sloped sill forces water to drain to the exterior of 

window
8. Composite Vent Locks and tilt latches for maximum 

strength
9. Sash Locks, Alloy cast, duel over 28”
10. Tilt-Take out sashes for easy cleaning
11. Dual weather-stripping on sashes helps keep out dirt, 

noise and reduce air infiltration
12. BSI Balance System for easy operation, and maximum 

performance or Four Jaks Constant Force
13. Interior/Ext. Accessory Groves for maximum flexibility 
14. PVC Structural reinforcement available in sash and lift rails for 

better insulation and added strength
Decorative, exterior bevel on frame for the classic look 
Integral screen track provides clean lines and high performance 

Features & Attributes

Residential 
windows account for up to 25% of a 

home’s energy loss
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